Sentences and Phrases

1. Did a man in a dark coat walk through the front door?

2. Somebody stole the snacks!

3. The thief is hiding.

4. Don’t let him escape.

5. question + the phrase under the tree

6. statement + the phrase in a yellow shirt

7. command + the phrase on your desk

8. exclamation + the phrase in the box
Sentences and Phrases

1. Did a man in a dark coat walk through the front door? question; in a dark coat—which one; through the front door—where

2. Somebody stole the snacks! exclamation; sample answer: (snacks) for our party—which

3. The thief is hiding. statement; sample answer: (hiding) under the desk—where

4. Don’t let him escape. command; sample answer: (escape) out the window—where

(Answers will vary.)

5. question + the phrase under the tree

6. statement + the phrase in a yellow shirt

7. command + the phrase on your desk

8. exclamation + the phrase in the box